




«««The vegetable in the rooftop garden 
with the biggest flowers: zucchini«The Friperie«The Friperie«

«

««
« Santropol Roulant is a hub where people of all ages experiment with and define the role they want to play in the world. 

A steady flow of 20 new volunteers every two weeks makes for a thriving volunteer program! Over 100 volunteers 
are directly involved with the Meals-on-Wheels each week, and volunteers participate in so many other ways. Whether 
it is weekly shifts in the garden or bike workshop, helping with translation and fundraising, flying down Mount Royal on a 
toboggan or getting the dance floor going at a Roulant party, volunteers are invited to bring their full selves to the work 
they do and can deepen their involvement depending on their own interests, ideas and energy. 

At the heart of the Roulant is a desire for our volunteer program to encourage personal and professional growth 
for everyone who takes part. We work intimately with universities, high schools, Alternate schools, CEGEPs and youth 
organizations. This rich blend of young people, families, seniors and people from all walks of life makes for a volunteer 
program that is inviting, inclusive, and alive. ««

«The Friperie«The Friperie«

«

«

The Kitchen Changes Hands

The Rooftop Garden

“The Santropol Roulant environment 
is one of constant learning. I feel 
spoiled by all the opportunities I 
have to meet new people here. The 
atmosphere in the kitchen changes 
with each workshop and each 
new group of volunteers, always 
different and always rewarding. I feel 
unconditionally supported, as much 
by my work colleagues as by the 
volunteers. Living this experience 
day after day, I can tell you, this can 
change a life!!!”

—Armel Névo, Kitchen Manager

Volunteers Transform all the Spaces at the Roulant

Amount raised in the 
summer of 2005: $4203

Number of seedlings grown in the 
seeding room over the winter and 
transferred to the rooftop garden: 700 Number of hours contributed 

by Santropol Roulant 
volunteers this year: 45,589

This year was a transitional year for Santropol Roulant in many ways. 
One of the most significant shifts happened in the kitchen, at the 

heart of our operations. With a new head chef and new meals on the 
menu, the kitchen is just as inspiring as always - warm, bright and 
welcoming.     

Monthly kitchen workshops are another addition since the 
beginning of 2006. Open to everyone, with a theme that changes every 
month, these workshops provide a chance to cook together, learn tips 
and tricks, and share in a delicious meal prepared collectively.

“You cannot imagine the 
comfort I feel when I receive 
one of your meals … It smells 
good, it tastes good, and it 
warms the heart and soul!”

—Mme M., client

New dishes on the menu this year: 
Coq au Vin, Beef Bourguignon, 
Turkey with Mushroom Sauce, Quiche Lorraine

“When I deliver food to a client I feel like I’m getting 
away with something, I feel like I am getting so much more 
out of it than I put in!”

—Ben, volunteer

The Seedling Room 3 shifts per day for the Meals-on-Wheels
3 shifts per week at the rooftop garden  
3 shifts per week in the bike workshop 
3 volunteers per week in the friperie

A Tailor-Made Volunteer Experience 
«
«
«
«

The Bicycle Workshop

The bicycle workshop is a unique community space, bringing 
volunteers together to learn, repair their bikes, and help maintain 

the Roulant meal delivery fleet. At the same time, we promote 
ecological transport and generate revenue for the Meals-on-Wheels!

«««
Number of worms living in 3 containers
in the basement processing 
our kitchen’s organic waste: 45,000

The Vermicompost Room

The Offi ce
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